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Remarkable style,
remarkably thin
Spectra Slim-Edge
spectraworksurfaces.co.uk

Great design rarely shouts, but rather quietly commands.
Such is the case with Spectra Slim-Edge worktops.
Quick to install and impossible to ignore, they provide the
perfect option for contemporary kitchens and utility areas.
Why choose Slim-Edge?
Stunning appearance of natural stone
or marble without the heavy price tag.

Impressive impact and
abrasion resistance thanks to
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Hygienic design ensures liquids can
be easily wiped away without any
surface absorption, greatly reducing
the growth of bacteria.

its solid construction.

Quicker and easier to install than real

Completely waterproof, enabling you

stone or marble products, Slim-Edge doesn’t

to integrate with stylish drainer grooves

require any time-consuming surveys and can

and sleek undermounted sinks.

be installed with regular woodworking tools.
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Ready for action

WHITE ITALIAN
MARBLE
MATT

Worktops
spectraworksurfaces.co.uk

Spectra Slim-Edge worktops aren’t simply designed
to catch the eye. They’re designed to be used.
Day in, day out. It’s why they’re made of durable,
waterproof materials that can withstand both the
hottest kitchens and wettest bathrooms.
Hardworking by design
Save money by installing an inset sink and separate drainer or splash out on
a sleek undermounted sink fitted with integrated drainer grooves.
Slim-Edge worktops are designed to perfectly integrate all your kitchen appliances.
Hobs can easily be fitted into Slim-Edge worktops with a pan drawer below.
And a single oven can be fitted with a filler panel below.

Worktop dimensions:
3050mm x 650mm x 12mm

White Italian Marble worktop
with an inset sink and separate drainer
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Entertainment centre
Breakfast bar and island surfaces
spectraworksurfaces.co.uk

With the addition of a Spectra Slim-Edge breakfast bar
area and island surface, you’ll have more space than
ever to prepare food and entertain your family and
friends in the heart of your home.
Thoughtful by design
Thanks to Slim-Edge’s solid core, curved corners can be formed to follow your
existing cabinet design, creating a seamless design.
The colour of the solid core of each décor has been chosen to
perfectly complement the surface décor.
Slim-Edge breakfast bar and island surfaces are available in the same
matching 12 décors as the main worktops (see page 15 for details).

Breakfast bar and island dimensions:
3050mm x 950mm x 12mm
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Ever y angle covered
Splashbacks and upstands
spectraworksurfaces.co.uk

In addition to providing a stylish and hygienic barrier
between your walls and worktops, splashbacks and
upstands are quick to install and easy to wipe clean.
Practical by design
A more cost-effective and hygienic alternative to tiles, splashbacks and upstands
share the exact same physical properties as Slim-Edge worktops,
breakfast bars and islands.
Splashbacks and upstands are available in the same 12 décors as the main
worktop range to ensure a seamless colour match between surface and wall.

Upstand dimensions:
3050mm x 95mm x 12mm

Splashback dimensions:
3050mm x 650mm x 12mm
3050mm x 950mm x 12mm

Splashbacks and upstands are a
cost-effective and hygienic alternative to tiles.
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GREY
SHUTTERED
CONCRETE
(WORKTOPS)
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4
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WHITE ITALIAN
MARBLE
(ISLAND UNIT)
MATT

3
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A full menu
5
1

Design versatility
spectraworksurfaces.co.uk
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Looking for inspiration?
See overleaf for our
contemporary design ideas.

➢
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We understand a great deal
of thought goes into designing
your perfect kitchen.
From the choice of cabinets
and flooring, to the style of
sink and tap, it’s important
everything fits together and
colour matches perfectly.

4. Upstands

6. Shelving

Easy to clean, quick to install and highly

If you’re looking for design uniformity, create a

cost-effective, matching upstands create a

set of matching shelves from the same materials

stylish barrier in your kitchen.

as the worktops.

5. Windowsills

7. Curved shapes

Slim-Edge provides a distinctly more interesting

Curves are a great way to create a natural

alternative to traditional white-painted or UPVC

design flow through your kitchen, however

windowsills. It’s also a breeze to wipe clean.

you can have your worktops and breakfast
bars cut to whatever shape you desire.

The devil’s in the detail

With this in mind, we’ve developed
Spectra Slim-Edge so it can be used
in a number of ways within your kitchen.

1
1. Worktops
Sinks, taps and drainers can be installed into
the worktop, while appliances can be installed
below. As the most used surface in the kitchen,
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the décor you choose for the worktops will
often drive all other colour decisions.

2. Breakfast bar and island units
Effortlessly expand the kitchen with a matching
breakfast bar and island unit. Want a curved
unit? Or something completely original?
Just ask your designer.

3. Splashbacks
Easy to install and maintain, matching
Slim-Edge splashbacks are a cost-effective
and hygienic alternative to tiles. In addition to
creating a seamless look, splashbacks can also
be used to create a distinctive feature wall.
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The hob has been fitted neatly within the Spectra
Slim-Edge Grey Shuttered Concrete worktop.
Splashbacks and upstands share the same décor and
have been used together to fully protect the walls from
splashes. To complete the modern look, the splashback
behind the hob reaches the full height of the ceiling.

An undermounted stainless steel sink has been
installed with waterproof drainer grooves carved
seamlessly within the worktop surface. Further visual
flourishes include the curved worktop that perfectly
follows the shape of the cabinets and the upstand
which has been fitted within the windowsill.

Innovation comes naturally

IRON OXIDE
SLATE

Authentic textures
spectraworksurfaces.co.uk

We believe the way a worktop feels is just as important
as the way it looks. It’s why we’ve applied four distinctive
textures across the Spectra Slim-Edge range to give each
of the twelve décors a highly natural feel.
Slate
Highlighted by an embossed matt finish,
Slate offers a deeply textured finish.

Nature
This texture provides a subtle satin feel, suggesting
the raw sensation of natural stone.

Matt
Providing a cool and smooth texture, matt evokes
the feel of fully finished marble.

Wood
Providing a wood grain texture within a matt surface, this option
ingeniously creates the effect of natural wood.
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No slim pickings
Décor options
spectraworksurfaces.co.uk

Lava Flow

Ferric Stone

Iron Oxide

Price Band A
Texture Slate / Core Black

Price Band A
Texture Nature / Core Black

Price Band A
Texture Slate / Core Black

Black Slate
Price Band A
Texture Slate / Core Black

Devon Slate
Price Band A
Texture Slate / Core Black

Storm Quartz
Price Band C
Texture Matt / Core Dark Grey

Grey
Shuttered
Concrete
Price Band B
Texture Matt / Core Light Grey

White
Italian Marble
Price Band B
Texture Matt / Core White

Calm White Quartz
Price Band C
Texture Matt / Core White

Décor

Blackwood

Woodstock

Price Band A
Texture Wood / Core Black

Price Band A
Texture Wood / Core Black

Concrete
Woodprint
Price Band A
Texture Nature / Core Black

Core

Price Band

Black Slate

Slate

Black

A

Blackwood

Wood

Black

A

Calm White Quartz

Matt

White

C

Concrete Woodprint

Nature

Black

A

Devon Slate

Slate

Black

A

Ferric Stone

Nature

Black

A

Grey Shuttered Concrete

Matt

Light Grey

B

Iron Oxide

Slate

Black

A

Lava Flow

Slate

Black

A

Storm Quartz

Matt

Dark Grey

C

both sides. The coloured edges of each décor are also shown. Please note, we have price bands A, B and C, where A is the

White Italian Marble

Matt

White

B

lowest price and C is the highest price. This is due to different levels of décor and core colour sophistication.

Woodstock

Wood

Black

A

To optimise functionality, every Spectra Slim-Edge worktop, breakfast bar and island surface features the same stylish décor on
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Texture

Worktops

Upstands

Splashbacks

3050 x 650
x 12mm

3050 x 950
x 12mm

3050 x 95
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x 12mm

3050 x 950
x 12mm
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Time to get creative
Spectra Slim-Edge
spectraworksurfaces.co.uk

Start designing your dream kitchen or utility room with
the following full-page Spectra Slim-Edge décor images.
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LAVA FLOW
SLATE
SCALE 1:1

CORE BLACK / PRICE BAND A

FERRIC STONE
FERRIC STONE
NATURE
NATURE
SCALE 1:1

FULL SHEET
SCALE 1:20

FULL SHEET
1:20
SCALE SCALE
1:1

CORE BLACK / PRICE BAND A

IRON OXIDE
SLATE
SCALE 1:1

CORE BLACK / PRICE BAND A

BLACKWOOD
WOOD
SCALE 1:1

FULL SHEET
SCALE 1:20

FULL SHEET
1:20
SCALE SCALE
1:1

CORE BLACK / PRICE BAND A

CONCRETE
WOODPRINT
NATURE
SCALE 1:1

WOODSTOCK
WOOD
SCALE 1:1

CORE BLACK / PRICE BAND A

FULL SHEET
SCALE 1:20

FULL SHEET
1:20
SCALE SCALE
1:1

CORE BLACK / PRICE BAND A

DEVON
SLATE
SLATE
SCALE 1:1

BLACK SLATE
SLATE
SCALE 1:1

CORE BLACK / PRICE BAND A

FULL SHEET
SCALE 1:20

FULL SHEET
1:20
SCALE SCALE
1:1

CORE BLACK / PRICE BAND A

GREY
SHUTTERED
CONCRETE
MATT
SCALE 1:1

STORM
QUARTZ
MATT
SCALE 1:1

CORE DARK GREY / PRICE BAND C

FULL SHEET
SCALE 1:20

CORE LIGHT GREY / PRICE BAND B

WHITE
ITALIAN
MARBLE
MATT
SCALE 1:1

CORE WHITE / PRICE BAND B

CALM WHITE
QUARTZ
MATT
SCALE 1:1

FULL SHEET
SCALE 1:20

CORE WHITE / PRICE BAND C

GREY
SHUTTERED
CONCRETE
MATT

spectraworksurfaces.co.uk
For sales and technical information please call 0121 561 4245,
or contact your Spectra Slim-Edge retailer.

Contemporary laminate surfaces

Whilst every effort has been made to accurately represent the Spectra décors and textures, we’re unable to guarantee an exact match due to the limitations
of the brochure printing process. E&OE. We reserve the right to amend specifications of products without notice. All dimensions are nominal.

